If the world were completely honest, it would be an easier place to live, work and play,
especially for the honest people. We formed “Mature Party,” a nice, classy group, because we
saw a real need. The idea was to start a fun - comfortable - mature group of local people who
are curvy and or who appreciate women with curves. Unfortunately, 2+ years of effort, and
being highly organized, makes us “appear” as a company. Many people learn about us from
media (Facebook / Craigslist) that is often used by “scammers” and therefore we sometimes
get lumped in that mix. Nothing could be further from the truth. To alleviate concerns, I have
written the following to address most common questions.
Concern
I/We are looking for
local people only.

Comment
How you can meet people (in person) hundreds, if not thousands of miles
away? Because of requests from members, we have established local
groups throughout the US. However, the real intent of our group is to meet
local people to establish new friends and relationships.

I/we are seeking just
one couple. Or I/we
are seeking just one
bi-person.

Our group is about establishing relationships. The misconception is it is all
about big parties with lots of people. That is by far the minority of activity.
Most members seek just a few close friends. If they choose to come to an
event, it is nice, because they already know other in attendance.

I/we are not into
group play. Or I/we
are new and want to
go slow.

Our group, is for members, exactly what they specifically seek. Some seek
to just go to meet & greets, others seek to only meet for private gatherings.
Many members just get the newsletter. Some members just want to come
to larger parties. This group is the perfect group for those ages 35+ who
desire specific activities. Member’s comfort is our #1 concern.

I am over age 35, but
my partner is not a
BBW.

We love all people (age 35+) and believe our attention to detail reinforces
who we are...Mature, Classy, Sexy, Fun, Inclusive, and Exclusive. We
have members of all shapes & sizes, which make us a great for all.

I am over age 35, but
my partner is not.

We have members from ages 35 to 75. We do not have many rules; other
then we seek members how act in a mature classy manor. However, we
only allow members who are over the age of 35.

I am a single man and Unlike SLS (and other groups of our nature), we keep our single men to
I want to join.
less than 5% of our total group. SLS has over 50% single men and other
groups are up to 80%. All of our single men are invited only and are
interviewed / screened. Each (invited man) must complete an orientation
We are worried about
sharing our email.

As stated above, member’s comfort is our #1 concern. We want members
comfortable with the fact that we will never share personal information and
consistently delete online information / chat from the website.

There must be a
I started this document talking about scams. We are honest and I am a
catch. Is there a
real person. Some people (after they get to know us) offer contributions to
subscription like SLS? help with website expenses, but the newsletter and website access is free
at all times. Many parties, when hosted by a member are also free.
I hope this document helps address common questions and concerns. Join us and enjoy.
Make this group be for you what you seek and desire. Written by Brenda / March 2017
https://matureparty.net

